Basal cell carcinomas display extensive abnormalities in the hemidesmosome anchoring fibril complex.
We have employed a panel of antibodies directed against several newly-defined and well-characterized components of the epidermal basement membrane (BM) to investigate the biology of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) by indirect immunofluorescence and to determine whether alterations in BM components may play a significant role in BCC tumor invasion. We found that the 230 KD bullous pemphigoid antigen (BPA) was either not detected (13/16) or significantly diminished (3/16) in BCC tumor BM. While the 180 KD BPA revealed less intense staining of the normal overlying epidermal BM than did the 230 KD BPA, the 180 KD BPA was uniformly undetectable in BCC tumor BM (16/16). Epiligrin was either not detected (9/15) or minimally detected (6/15) in BCC tumor BM. alpha 6 integrin was not detected (15/16) or minimally detected (1/16) in BCC tumor BM, whereas beta 4 integrin was uniformly undetectable in BCC tumor BM (16/16). Type VII collagen was also not detected (9/16) or was significantly diminished (4/16) in BCC tumor BM. Laminin and type IV collagen were both at least as strong in BCC tumor BM as in adjacent normal BM. All of these components were present both in the epidermis of normal skin as well as in the normal epidermal BM overlying BCC tumor nests. Our findings reveal extensive alterations in numerous components of the hemidesmosome anchoring fibril complex of BCC's. As this complex is thought to play an important part in epidermal cell adhesion to the BM, our findings suggest that these extensive BM abnormalities may facilitate or contribute to BCC tumor invasion.